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Abstract

A key step during the synthesis of collagen constructs is the incubation of monomeric collagen in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to promote fibrillogenesis in the collagen network. Optimal PBS treatment conditions for monomeric collagen solutions to induce gelation are well established in the literature. Recently, a report in the literature[1] showed a novel method to fabricate highly oriented electrochemically aligned collagen (ELAC) threads which have orders of magnitude greater packing density than collagen gels. The optimal PBS treatment conditions for induction of D-banding pattern in such dense and anisotropic collagen network are unknown. This study aimed to optimize PBS treatment of ELAC threads by investigating the effect of phosphate ion concentration (0.5×, 1×, 5× or 10×) and incubation time (3, 12 or 96 hours) on the mechanical strength and ultrastructural organization by monotonic mechanical testing, small angle X-ray scattering and transmission electron microscopy. ELAC threads incubated in water (No PBS) served as the control. ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS showed significantly higher extensibility compared to 0.5× or 10× PBS along with the presence of D-banded patterns with a periodicity of 63.83 nm. Incubation of ELAC threads in 1× PBS for 96 hours resulted in significantly higher ultimate stress compared to 3 or 12 hours. However, these threads lacked D-banding pattern. TEM showed no significant differences in the microfibril diameter distribution of ELAC threads treated with or without PBS. This indicates that microfibrils lacked D-banding following electrochemical alignment and the subsequent PBS treatment induced D-banding by reorganization within microfibrils. It was concluded that incubation of aligned collagen in 1× PBS for 12 hours results in mechanically competent, D-banded ELAC threads which can be used for the regeneration of load bearing tissues such as tendons and ligaments.
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Introduction

Type-I collagen is the most abundant fibrous protein in load-bearing tissues like ligaments or tendons [2, 3]. The typical structure of type-I collagen in tendons has a unique hierarchical structure that is the key to resist mechanical forces parallel to the fiber direction [4-6]. Therefore, tendon properties are anisotropic. In an effort to mimic the hierarchical and mechanical characteristics of tendons, our laboratory has previously developed a novel
method to produce densely packed electrochemically aligned collagen (ELAC) threads [1]. These ELAC threads are mechanically stronger [1] and more receptive to cell migration and population [7] compared to the traditional randomly oriented collagen constructs. A key step during the synthesis of ELAC is the incubation of aligned collagen post electrochemical manipulation in a phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution to promote fibrillogenesis. Traditionally, collagen gels are synthesized by adding 10× PBS to monomeric collagen solution, neutralizing the pH, and facilitating fibrillogenesis by incubation at 37 °C for 1 – 2 hours. However, unlike collagen gels, the packing density of the collagen molecules within dehydrated ELAC (1030 mg/mL) is one of the highest that has been reported to date [8, 9]. The optimal PBS treatment conditions which apply to loose and isotropic networks of collagen gels may not necessarily apply to ELAC threads. Therefore, PBS concentration and incubation time needs to be optimized to allow fibrillogenesis to take place efficiently in such dense tissue-mimicking collagen constructs. Well-orchestrated fibrillogenesis is critical to synthesize robust tendon-like ELAC threads with the desired mechanical strength and hierarchical organization for tissue engineering applications.

Collagen fibrillogenesis in vitro can be defined as the process in which successive steps of lateral as well as longitudinal aggregation occur along a collagen molecule long axis [10, 11]. This process is known to be temperature-dependent, as well as entropy-driven by the displacement of water-bound molecules around the collagen surface [12]. In addition, collagen fibrillogenesis can also be attributed to hydrophilic interactions via hydrogen bonding between polar residues when measured by osmotic-stress techniques [13, 14]. The growth of fibrillar collagen aggregates has been studied in vitro under various conditions of buffer composition and concentration [15-18], ionic strength [15, 19, 20], pH [15, 17, 18, 20, 21], temperature [15, 16, 20], and stock collagen concentration [15, 19, 20]. These studies have been successful to produce well-organized collagen fibrils in the nano- and micron-scale. However, there is a lack of studies that analyze the optimal fibrillogenesis conditions to induce fibrillogenesis in dense collagen constructs such as ELAC threads.

The current study focused on elucidating the optimal PBS concentration and incubation duration to obtain ELAC threads that are both mechanically competent and hierarchically ordered. At first, ELAC threads post electrochemical manipulation were incubated with different concentrations of PBS (0.5, 1, 5 or 10×) for 12 hours and the mechanical properties and structural organization of the resultant ELAC threads were determined by monotonic mechanical testing, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Once the optimal concentration was identified, aligned collagen was incubated in PBS for different times (3, 12 or 96 hours) and similar analyses were performed. Monotonic tensile testing revealed the ultimate stress, ultimate strain and Young’s Modulus of ELAC threads. SAXS and TEM are two complementary techniques used to characterize the hierarchical structure of ELAC bioscaffolds [19]. SAXS provided global structural order about the packing of collagen molecules within ELAC threads, and TEM provided collagen microfibril diameter information of cross sections of ELAC threads.

Materials and Methods

ELAC fabrication

The methodology employed to fabricate ELAC threads was similar to that reported in Cheng et. al [1]. Briefly, a dialyzed solution of monomeric type-I collagen (Nutragen, Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego, CA) was subjected to isoelectric focusing in a 10-cm long electrochemical cell. The electrochemical cell was placed in a humidity-controlled chamber at 60% relative humidity. Collagen alignment along the isoelectric point occurred after supplying 20 VDC to the electrochemical cell. Immediately after alignment, aligned collagen was incubated at 37 °C in 50 mL of PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at
different concentrations (0.5×, 1×, 5× or 10×) or incubation time (3, 12 or 96 hours). The mechanical properties, D-banding pattern and fibril diameter of the resultant ELAC threads post PBS treatment were analyzed by monotonic testing, SAXS and TEM. ELAC threads incubated in a PBS-free solution (DNase, RNAse free water –Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA-) under the same conditions as the PBS-treated groups served as negative control. All PBS solutions were diluted in DNase, RNAse-free water (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

**Monotonic Mechanical Testing**

Cross-sectional area of ELAC threads was reconstructed digitally using a confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus Fluoview FV1000, Melville, NY). The cross-sectional area was calculated as the average of six measurements along the 2 cm long ELAC thread to be mechanically tested. Measurements of ELAC cross-sectional areas were done using ImageJ (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U. S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). ELAC threads were tested under monotonic tension until failure in strain-control (ARES, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). End regions of ELAC segments were fixed to plastic frames using medical grade adhesive (Loctite 4851). All ELAC threads were hydrated in DNAse, RNAse-free water (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 30-45 minutes prior to testing. Plastic frames were mounted on aluminum fixtures which were controlled to maintain a nominal gage length of 4-5 mm. Immediately before testing the edges of the plastic frames were cut and samples were pre-loaded to 0.05 g to provide them with baseline tautness. ELAC threads were tested using a strain rate of 10 mm/min. Load was measured with a 250-gram load cell, and load values were normalized with the cross-sectional area to obtain stress. Gage extension was normalized by initial gage-length at pre-load to obtain the strain. Ultimate tensile stress (UTS), ultimate failure strains (UFS), and Young’s moduli (E) were calculated from strain-stress curves. For each group 8 to 12 ELAC threads were tested.

**Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)**

ELAC threads for SAXS were dehydrated in a vacuum chamber overnight. ELAC threads were sectioned into 0.5 cm segments and placed perpendicular to the x-ray beam. To compare the SAXS pattern of a sample having a well-defined D-banding configuration to SAXS patterns of ELAC threads, bleached rabbit tendon was used as the positive control. Rabbit tendon samples were harvested by firmly pulling individual bundles from the Achilles tendon using forceps and scalpel. The bundles were bleached following the procedure from Habelitz et al. [22] with slight modifications. Achilles tendon bundles were bleached in 1% NaOCl solution for 2 minutes to expose the collagenous matrix. SAXS patterns were collected using a three-pinhole SAXS camera (Molecular Metrology, The Woodlands, Texas) with a microfocus X-ray source, an Osmic MaxFlux confocal X-ray optic, and a 2D Fujifilm image plate detector. The length between SAXS camera and detector was 1647 mm. All SAXS patterns were collected during a 24-hour period, and all samples were kept in a desiccator prior SAXS experiments. The 2D SAXS scattering data was processed to calculate the D-spacing as described in Cheng et al. [1].

**Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)**

For TEM analysis, freshly harvested ELAC threads were cut into small pieces (1 mm length) using a scalpel blade and fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde (in PBS) for 1 hour. After washing with buffer, the samples were post-fixed in 1% OsO4 (in PBS) for 1 hour. The samples were then washed and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol, infiltrated with Spurr’s epoxy resin and flat embedded in a mold by polymerization at 60 °C for 48 hours. Ultrathin sections were cut in the transverse direction and collected on grids. The sections were stained with 2% uranyl acetate in 70% methanol for 5 minutes and lead citrate for 3 minutes, dried and examined with TEM (FEI/Philips CM-10, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR). TEM images in the transverse region were analyzed for fibril diameter distribution using ImageJ.
Images were normalized using quantile-based normalization algorithms to obtain similar histograms for all images. Thresholding and size analysis algorithms were performed to localize particles with sphericity larger than 0.75, and area larger than 20 $\mu$m$^2$. The sphericity discrimination prevented the quantification of microfibrils that were 1) off-axis from the plane perpendicular to the image plane, and 2) clumped as aggregates with irregular perimeters. That is, only semi-spherical and spherical microfibrils were considered and quantified.

**Statistics**

Significant differences between groups were tested with a non-parametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) test. If the difference between groups was significant, then differences between paired groups were assessed using a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. For all statistical tests, the level of significance was set at $p < 0.05$, and tests were performed using Minitab-16 (College Station, PA). Significant differences between fibril diameter distributions were analyzed following the protocol developed by Alaseirlis et al. [23]. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare microfibril diameters for ELAC threads incubated in a PBS-free solution, 1× for 12 and 96 hours, and 10× PBS for 12 hours. A level of significance set at $p < 0.05$, and the test was evaluated using Minitab-16.

**Results**

**Monotonic Mechanical Testing**

The ultimate stress of ELAC threads incubated in 1, 5, and 10× PBS was significantly higher than that obtained when ELAC threads were incubated in 0.5× PBS (figure 1a). Typical stress values for ELAC threads incubated in 1, 5, and 10× PBS was on average 0.5 MPa. ELAC threads without PBS treatment (negative control) were not tested because they were extremely weak and did not allow physical manipulation and handling. The ultimate strain of ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS was significantly higher than those incubated at 0.5× and 10× PBS (figure 1b). The Young’s modulus of ELAC threads incubated in 1, 5, and 10× PBS was significantly higher than that found for ELAC threads incubated in 0.5× PBS (figure 1c). These results indicate that the mechanical strength of ELAC threads improve significantly when threads are incubated in a PBS concentration of 1× and higher. Also, ELAC threads exhibited significantly higher strain (>100%) when they were incubated in 1× and 5× PBS solutions compared to 0.5× and 10× (figure 1b).

The ultimate stress of ELAC threads incubated for 96 hours (1.2 MPa) was three times higher than that found for ELAC threads incubated for 12 hours (0.4 MPa), and six times higher for ELAC threads incubated for 3 hours (0.2 MPa) (figure 2a).

The ultimate strain of ELAC threads incubated for 3 and 12 hours was comparable (≥ 60%), but it was significantly greater than the strain found in ELAC threads incubated for 96 hours (figure 2b). Additionally, the threads incubated for 96 hours were stiffer than any other ELAC threads, showing Young’s moduli values as high as 6 MPa (figure 2c).

**Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)**

Bleached rabbit Achilles tendon served as a positive control to confirm the presence of a distinguishable pattern under the operational conditions of the SAXS instrument. ELAC threads incubated in PBS-free solution did not exhibit a periodic SAXS pattern as demonstrated in an earlier study [1]. Additionally, ELAC threads incubated in 10× PBS did not show any distinguishable periodic arc pattern (figure 3a). The periodicity in the SAXS pattern appeared only when ELAC threads were incubated in 1× PBS. Comparison of the location of periodic peaks of native rabbit Achilles tendon with those of ELAC threads
incubated in 1× PBS indicated that the peaks from ELAC threads had nearly the same q-value, shifted slightly to larger spacing (Figure 3b and Table 1). The positions of all the diffraction peaks observed from each sample can be explained by the periodic d-banding (D), given by \( D = \frac{n2\pi q_{\text{peak}}}{\pi} \), where \( n \) is the order of the peak 1, 2, 3, etc. Seven peaks of higher order were observed for the rabbit tendon sample yielding a periodic distance of 63.60 nm (Table 1). The seven peaks observed were the \( n = 8, 13, 16, 18, 21, 24, \) and 29. Lower order peaks hit the beam stop or were at too small of an angle to be observed by the apparatus. The position of the two peaks at \( n = 16, \) and 24 for dehydrated ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS showed a slightly larger d-banding pattern of 63.83 nm. This is in the lower range of characteristic D-banding pattern (60-70 nm) found in type-I collagenous materials [24-28].

ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS for 3 hours show little periodic D-banding pattern (figure 4), a pattern that emerges only after 12 hours of 1× PBS incubation. Ninety-six hours incubation of ELAC threads in 1× PBS was detrimental to the D-banding pattern of collagen molecules since the peaks at \( n = 16 \) and 24 disappeared. The color of ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS for 96 hours tinted to yellow unlike shorter treatment durations which were transparent.

**Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)**

The distribution of the fraction of microfibrils was presented by normalizing the number of microfibrils having a particular diameter to the total number of microfibrils in a field of view of approximately 1.4 × 1.6 \( \mu m^2 \) (figure 5a). The distributions of collagen microfibrils from ELAC threads incubated with and without PBS was comparable (p>0.05). For all groups, the diameter of \( \approx 80\% \) of the microfibrils ranged from 5-7 nm. This diameter corresponds well to that of a collagen microfibril, which was the smallest supramolecular unit that could demonstrate axial periodicity or D-banding pattern [29]. The appearance of collagen microfibrils in the transverse plane to longer axis of ELAC threads that was typical of all groups is shown in figure 5b.

**Discussion**

The current study aimed to optimize the strength and D-banding pattern formation in ELAC threads by modulating the phosphate ion concentration and incubation time. The key findings of the study were as follows: a) ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS exhibited higher strain compared to 0.5× or 10× PBS, b) Incubation of aligned collagen in 1× PBS promoted the formation of D-banding pattern with a periodicity of 63-64 nm, c) the D-banding arc pattern was at its maximum after 12 hours of incubation in 1× PBS as per SAXS measurements, d) extended periods of 1× PBS incubation was detrimental for the D-banding pattern of ELAC threads, e) ELAC threads were composed of tightly packed microfibrils with a mean diameter between 5-7 nm, and, f) fibrillogenesis occurred within existing microfibrils as of electrochemical alignment step without any lateral aggregation of microfibrils.

This work focused on a system that has been widely studied over the past fifty years: *in vitro* fibrillogenesis of collagen type-I molecules. However, the unique feature of this study relies on the fact that fibrillogenesis was being promoted in already formed densely packed collagen assemblies (ELAC threads). ELAC biomaterial was 25-50 times denser than collagen matrices found in the literature [8, 9]. Most of the studies about *in vitro* collagen fibrillogenesis focused on the polymerization and self-assembly of collagen molecules dissolved in solution [10, 17, 30]. Current results indicate that a limited amount of D-banding formation is possible in densely packed ELAC threads (figure 3). The absence of D-banding in the microfibrils within ELACs incubated at PBS concentrations lower or higher
than 1× suggested that the surface interaction between adjacent microfibrils was interrupted. The interruption may be due to the absence or saturation of PBS in the incubation solution. Mechanical and structural observations demonstrated that the optimal PBS concentration was at about 1×. This concentration was in agreement with that observed for fibrillogenesis in collagen solutions [15, 30-32]. It has been shown that mechanics and hierarchical arrangement of type-I collagen molecules in ELAC threads depends closely on the PBS concentration and incubation time (figures 1 to 4).

A typical strength of 0.5 to 0.7 MPa was observed for ELAC threads incubated in PBS at 1× or higher concentrations. These results were comparable to a previous study which reported that the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of un-crosslinked extruded collagen fibers was below 2 MPa [33]. It was observed that collagen treated in 1× PBS for 96 hours were stronger, stiffer and less extensible than threads subjected to shorter treatment durations (figure 2). However, the D-banding which was present by 12 hours of treatment disappeared after 96 hours (figure 4). Furthermore, the 96 hours samples displayed yellow discoloration. In the face of these observations, the increase in the strength and stiffness of 96 hours treated samples was not due to fibrillogenesis, rather, due to some crosslinking of unknown nature.

Extrusion is an alternative method to the electrochemical route for making dense and aligned collagen fibers [33-37]. In un-crosslinked ELAC threads, as well as in extruded un-crosslinked collagen fibers, hydrogen and electrostatic bonding between molecules are the main interactions. The stiffness of un-crosslinked ELAC threads incubated in PBS concentrations above 1× was about 0.4 MPa. Un-crosslinked extruded collagen fibers incubated in PBS for one hour have shown stiffness below 0.2 MPa [34]. Cornwell et al. [35] have used un-crosslinked extruded collagen fibers to study cell-matrix interactions. The mechanical properties of these extruded fibers are comparable to un-crosslinked ELAC threads in terms of ultimate tensile stress and Young's modulus. However, reported ultimate tensile strains (42 ± 12 %) are well below the ultimate tensile strains reported here for ELAC. ELAC threads, regardless of the PBS concentration or the incubation time they were subjected to, showed strains at failure between 60 and 120%. The reason for such high extensibility may be the packing and hierarchical arrangement of collagen molecules within ELAC threads. ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS for 12 hours showed D-banding pattern with a periodicity of ≈ 64 nm. Pins et al. [36] performed TEM on self-assembled collagen fibers and reported the presence of D-banding period. Caves et al. [37] have developed a modified extrusion process which includes a fiber extrusion tube and a fiber rinsing bath. This continuous spinning system is able to produce D-banded collagen fibrils when the fibers are incubated in phosphate buffer solutions.

Phosphate ions can accumulate inside collagen fibrils either as bound to collagen or as dissolved ions in interstitial water [38]. Only dibasic phosphate (HPO$_4^{2-}$) exhibit binding to collagen molecules via direct hydrogen bonding between positively charged amino acids, but the main contribution of the binding energy comes from electrostatic interactions. Mertz et al. [38] have proposed that divalent phosphate anions bind at collagen sites with excess positive charge. These divalent phosphate ions form salt bridges between two positively charged amino acid residues not involved in ion pairs with negatively charged residues. Thus the role of phosphate anion binding in fibrillogenesis is dependent on the phosphate concentration. That is, diluted phosphate solutions have not shown to be detrimental in the collagen fibrillogenesis kinetics [15, 39]. However, if collagen molecules are incubated in solutions of high phosphate concentrations (10× PBS), phosphate binding becomes more significant and can affect collagen-to-collagen interactions. In support of this, we have observed diminishment of D-banding in 10× PBS concentrations (figure 3b). The evidence suggests that the distance between nearest molecules remains unchanged, but the distance between microfibrils varies [38] disrupting the hierarchical arrangement. Finally, the
influence of phosphate concentration on *in vitro* collagen fibril formation has been evaluated on pepsin-digested collagen from calf skin [40]. High concentration of various divalent anions such as phosphate, sulfate, thiosulfate, citrate, malonate, and bicarbonate decreased the rate of collagen fibril formation. This effect was possible due to the ability of divalent anions to change the nature of collagen molecular interactions[41].

It is important to emphasize that 50-200 nm diameter fibers can be obtained from sea urchin ligament and sea cucumber [30, 42], and 33 ± 4 nm diameter fibrils can be obtained using a continuous spinning system [37], whereas fibrillar assembly in ELAC threads were limited to microfibrils within 10 nm in diameter. The collagen microfibril diameters reported here were mainly between 5-7 nm (figures 5a and 5b). These diameters are significantly less than those found for self-assembled collagen fibers produced via the extrusion method (20 to 26 nm) [36], and the continuous spinning method [37]. On the other hand, the microfibril diameter for ELACs found in this study is similar to the building block of immature tissues of 18 days old fetal rats (8 nm) [43].

The synthesis of ELAC threads involves two stages: 1) electrochemical alignment to obtain collagen threads, and 2) PBS treatment to induce D-banding to the electrochemically aligned threads. Electrochemical focusing and alignment occurs by electrophoretic motion of molecules towards the isoelectric point [1]. In this process, molecules are packed and aligned at the isoelectric line by fluid convection forces. Therefore, the lateral aggregation during alignment (but before PBS treatment) is induced by physical forces. This lateral aggregation occurs randomly without any evidence of D-banding. The D-banding emerges following the PBS treatment by staggering of collagen molecules in existing microfibrils. TEM results indicated that the fibril size before and after PBS treatment did not change, indicating that there were no further lateral accretion of the collagen fibrils during PBS treatment.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that incubation of aligned collagen in 1× PBS for 12 hours results in mechanically competent ELAC threads with D-banding period similar to native tendons. These ELAC threads are composed of tightly packed fibrils with diameters comparable to those of microfibrils in native tendon. Overall, ELAC as a biomimetic material presents the ideal characteristics of a unit that can be used in the synthesis of tissue-engineered tendons.
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Figure 1.
Mechanical test results of ELAC threads incubated at different PBS concentrations. Mean and standard deviation values were provided in the graphs. Any two groups connected via brackets were significantly different from each other (n=8-12, Mann-Whitney U-test at p<0.05). All the ELAC threads were incubated in PBS for 12 hours.
Figure 2.
Mechanical test results of ELAC threads incubated at different PBS incubation times. Mean and standard deviation values were provided in the graphs. Any two groups connected via brackets were significantly different from each other (n=8-12, Mann-Whitney U-test at p<0.05).
Figure 3.
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) results. a) SAXS patterns of dehydrated bleached rabbit Achilles tendon, ELAC thread incubated in 1× PBS, and ELAC thread incubated in 10× PBS. b) Intensity vs. peak position of X-ray scattering data of the patterns in panel A. ELAC threads were incubated in the PBS solution for 12 hours.
Figure 4.
SAXS patterns of ELAC threads incubated in 1x PBS for 3, 12, and 96 hours.
Figure 5.
a) Distribution of collagen microfibril diameters of ELAC threads incubated in different PBS-treatment combinations. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that all distributions are statistically similar (p > 0.05). b) Representative TEM image of the cross sections of ELAC threads incubated at different PBS-treatment combinations. Throughout the groups, the microfibril distribution was not statistically different (p > 0.05). Scale bar represents 200 nm.
Table 1

Structural parameters obtained from meridional reflections obtained from SAXS diffraction patterns of bleached rabbit Achilles tendon as a reference and ELAC threads incubated in 1× PBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (n)</th>
<th>Bleached Tendon</th>
<th>1× PBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q(Å⁻¹)</td>
<td>d(nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>